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NVTweak is a simple video settings manager that will help you in finding and tweaking the optimal settings for your
PC. Features: -View advanced video card settings that are not available in the Control Panel. -System Tuning and
Overclocking -Nvidia Control Panel Plug-In -ENABLE/DISABLE NVIDIA FX 5600 / FX5200 AGP Overdrive
-Automatic Fan control -Enables Fan-speed control for a video card -Snap switch and temperature graph -Plenty of
useful options -Temporary settings for the Computer and Video memory -Reverse Tuning features - Audio-On /
Off, Visual / Off, Audio / On, (TV / Off), EDID / Off, Input / Off, VGA / Off, Sync / Off, Power / Off, Refresh /
Off, Fan / Off, Global / Off, Graphics / Off, GL / Off, DDC / Off, Custom / Off, Slots / Off -Dynamic and user
specified Automatic Dual Graphics Preheating and Multi-GPU NVIDIA FX5600 AGP / FX5200 AGP Overdrive.
-NVidia Control Panel Plug-In for Windows XP -Overclocking and Timings -Energy savings and Auto Protection
-Fan speed control for your video card -Enable many coolbits -Intel Overdrive and NVIDIA FX 5600 / FX5200
AGP Overdrive -Plenty of options -Save GPU profiles -Locate voltage settings -Reverse tuning -Enable On Screen
Display -Track memory and GPU usage -View “Nvidia Status” -Close button at the top -Easy to use and intuitive
-What's new: -Updated NVIDIA Control Panel Plug-In -New setting to turn off "Auto-switching" -Added AMD
Overdrive and a new "Nvidia Control Panel Plug-In" (for AMD cards) -Added Anti-aliasing option (more settings
available) -Added Color CalibrationQ: How to sum up two EditTexts in which the user can enter a number and an
amount I want to sum up two EditTexts and than show them in an TextView. This works fine. But when the user
wants to just write a number and nothing else, he can just write a 3 or a 9. How can I do to sum up a number? int
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NVTweak is a utility that allows you to view an additional set of options in the Classic Nvidia Control Panel that are
not part of the original Control Panel. The program provides a wonderful tool for users who want to be familiar with
their video card's performance in detail. If you think that your GPU's performance isn't optimal, you'll get some
fantastic control panel tweaks that will make your computer run better. Key Features: Easy - NVTweak is a simple
control panel tweaking utility that provides you with an intuitive interface so you can add additional features to your
video card's control panel. Add exciting features to your video card - NVTweak comes with a lot of cool features
that will add some extra flair to your original nvidia control panel. Customize your nvidia control panel - NVTweak's
powerful tool will enable you to change the look of your original control panel and add extra features that you may
have been missing. Keep your settings for long - NVTweak will save your settings as default, so once you turn it on
again next time, you can keep your new tweaks. Quickly identify the right settings - NVTweak will save your settings
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as default so they will work the next time you activate the utility. What's new in this version: Added Help File
Improved performance Bug fix Added some hidden options such as forcing/enabling AGP This program was
reviewed by Veronica Bauer on Tuesday, September 25, 2013Q: How to reverse the order in lists of vectors I have
>> A={{1,2,3,4,5},{3,4,5,6,7},{4,5,6,7,8},{5,6,7,8,9},{7,8,9,10,11}} and I want to reverse the order of each list in
the first element of the outer lists. So I want the following output:
{{1,3,5,7,9},{2,4,6,8,10},{3,5,7,8,11},{4,6,7,9,12},{5,8,9,10,13},{6,9,10,11,14}} I have tried some methods from
Matlab that I tried to implement in Mathematica, e.g. BuildList[A_List] : 09e8f5149f
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The cooling of the processor of the video card is integrated in the cooling system of the videocard. On video cards of
the higher end of the market, there is often no fan of the videocard. In this case, the cooling system consists of a
thermal compound (heat spreader with thermal paste) between the processor and the videocard. When the processor
overheats, it will therefore be impossible to make the PC usable. NVTweak fixes this problem. This application
allows you to display the current temperature and shows the maximum and minimum temperature values. It displays
the instantaneous temperature graph. This application can be used to adjust the fan speed of your videocard. For the
videocard as the fan speed increases, the processor of the videocard will be cooled more. This will then help to
increase the life expectancy of the videocard. Monitoring of the fan speed is done by using the internal GMA-x
BIOS! Regarding the fan speed, NVTweak was specially developed to be sure that it is compatible with all
videocards. NVTweak was originally designed to be installed on videocards using the Z77 interface, but now it can
also be used on videocards using the ICH10, ICH9 or ICH8 interface. By installing it on a videocard, you will have
access to a cooling setup menu in the BIOS, and you can set the fan speed to minimum, maximum, automatic or
disable it. By default, the fan speed starts at maximum, and therefore it is a simple way to increase the fan speed. It
is estimated that for a videocard on the market it is possible to reduce the temperature of the videocard between
10°C and 20°C. If you use a videocard and use its fan to cool, NVTweak is recommended. If you have a videocard
that does not support the installation of NVTweak, you can still take advantage of the fan speed. An advantage of
this is that, when the temperature is right above the maximum, the fan speed will slow down, thereby allowing the
processor to cool down, thereby preventing overheating! (C) 2010 Philippe Ricci, Daniel Roussel Shareware, Free
Posted 29-Nov-10 3 comments Posted 29-Nov-10 Sonny I have installed this tweak a few minutes ago and it works
good. I like it and everyone should have it

What's New In NVTweak (Formerly Coolbits)?
NVTweak is a practical and easy-to-use tweak that allows you to control the PowerThrottling feature in a discrete
GPU video card. When activated, this function lets you reduce the maximum CPU/GPU power consumption of your
video card, for instance when you're gaming or watching videos. It provides a number of performance modes to
choose from, and the PowerThrottling feature can be disabled as well. The program runs on Windows 2000, XP,
Vista, 7, 8 and later. Recommended Posts gr4g3r 0 gr4g3r 0 How to Run NVTweak - NV Tweak (NVTweak) How
to Run NVTweak - NV Tweak (NVTweak) Created by: Stephen Young Step 1: Download NV Tweak from the link
below Step 2: Extract the downloaded file. A.INF file and an executable file will be automatically extracted. Step 3:
Run the executable. NOTE: Run "NV Tweak Uninstaller" to remove NV Tweak from your computer. For Windows
Vista, Windows 7, 8, 8.1 users: Step 1: Right click on the Download button of the NV Tweak Setup file
(NVTweak_setup.exe) or on the exe file directly, and select Run as administrator Step 2: Select "run". The NV
Tweak will run and install on your computer. For Windows XP users: Step 1: Download the NV Tweak from the link
below. Step 2: Extract the downloaded file. A.INF file and an executable file will be automatically extracted. Step 3:
Run the executable. NOTE: Run "NV Tweak Uninstaller" to remove NV Tweak from your computer. For Windows
2000, 2000 SP2, XP and 2003 users: Step 1: Double click on the NV Tweak icon. Step 2: Select "run". The NV
Tweak will start and install on your computer. For Windows 2003 users: Step 1: Double click on the NV Tweak
icon. Step 2: Select "run". The NV Tweak will start and install on your computer. Full post Last edited by Stephen
Young; 09-16-2012 at 11:25 AM. Reason: Errata Share this post Link to
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3, Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1 Processor: 1.8GHz
Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon XP Memory: 1GB RAM Graphics: 32MB DirectX 9.0c compatible video card Hard
Drive: 10GB free space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card with latest drivers DirectX: DirectX 9.0c
Additional Notes: • The game requires at least 1GB of
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